
How to Keep Fancy Mice 

 

 

The National Mouse Club was formed in 1895, and has standardised approximately 40 different              

varieties of mice. Alongside a warm and welcoming community, the NMC provides breed             

standards that act as guidance for mouse breeders, with each carefully selected generation             

improving features such as temperament, colour, and type. Lab mice, fancy mice, show mice,              

feeder mice, and house mice are all names for one species, Mus musculus. Fancy doesn’t mean                

“elaborate” like you would expect, it’s actually an old term for “hobby”, and fancy mice are                

those mice which were bred by hobbyists (fanciers) as pets or show animals. A pure white                

mouse is just as fancy as a multicoloured one! Some mouse adverts may state that they have                 

lab mice, but labs in the UK do not share their mice with the general public, and a “lab mouse”                    

is a term often applied to any pure white mouse. Mice are very useful creatures, and labs use                  

them in their research to help understand things like genetics, for example, in 2002 the mouse                

genome was sequenced and this paved the way for many similar areas of study.  

 

Choosing your mice 

When choosing mice, there are a number of things to look out for that will ensure that the mice                   

you go home with are happy and healthy. The eyes should be clear and bright, not weeping or                  

half-closed. No discharge should be visible around the nose. With a quick listen to the mouse’s                

breathing, you shouldn't notice any wheezing or clicking noises, and definitely not any sneezing.              

The fur should be clean and smooth, with no wounds from bites or scratching. The tail should                 

be thick and round, not thin or bony. There should be no visible lumps on the mouse, as this                   

may suggest an abscess or tumour. Do not be afraid to ask the breeder any questions,                

particularly about the health history of their mice, and how they go about preventing any               

parasites.  

 

How many mice to get? Which sex is best? 

Typically, a group of three females is a great starting point when choosing new mice. A group of                  

three helps settle any disputes between mice as the third mice can act as a “middle man”,                 

helping to relieve tension. Female mice should always be housed together with at least one               

other as they thrive on company, and can become very depressed when housed alone. Many               

keepers have a rolling group of mice, where they introduce new mice every year. This is so that                  

the group of mice is mixed in age range, and when the oldest mice eventually pass away, you’ll                  

never be left with just a single mouse.  

 



Males, on the other hand, should always be housed alone. Neutering can be very expensive and                

dangerous for a mouse, with a high chance of death, and should only be considered in extreme                 

circumstances. Male mice will often fight to the death. Even brothers can turn on each other                

and become very territorial and aggressive. Male mice produce a much stronger smell             

compared to females which can be off-putting to owners. Females are generally more active              

and ‘busy’, spending lots of time exploring the cage and any enrichment provided. Males tend               

to be more lazy, and will actively scent mark their territory.  

 

Mouse Shopping List 

 

1. Housing 

Mouse enclosures can be made purpose-built mouse cages, such as barred cages (9mm             

maximum bar spacing) like the Zooplus Barney, or plastic cages like the Ferplast Mini Duna, or                

Pets at Home equivalent which help stop mice pushing bedding out onto the floor. Vivariums               

can be used, but they often do not have enough ventilation for mice and the sealant along the                  

edges can be chewed. Glass aquariums are popular in some countries, and these are good               

provided that they are not too tall, and have a full mesh lid for proper ventilation. Converted                 

plastic storage boxes are also very popular, as you can pick any size for the number of mice that                   

you have. These are typically converted into mouse cages by attaching mesh to the sides and                

roof for ventilation; drilling holes does not provide enough air flow and the mice can chew the                 

plastic.  

 

2. Bedding 

Aubiose is an excellent hemp based bedding that comes highly recommended by rodent             

keepers all over the country. Alternatively, Back2Nature pellets or any dust extracted shavings             

(Thoroughbred, Snowflake, Littlemax) are fine substrates to use. Fleece should not be used as it               

can rip into fibres that can damage your mice, it lets urine sit in the cage and can cause burns                    

on a mouse’s feet, and will begin to smell very quickly. 

 

3. Nesting material 

For the sleeping area you can use hay, straw, shredded paper or newspaper, tissue paper, and                

any other kind of paper bedding. Cotton wool must be avoided, as the fibres can very easily                 

cause mice to lose toes, feet, and even their lives. The nest should be in one corner of the cage,                    

or under a hide, if you’re not sure you can provide several different hidey holes for your mice                  

and they will move the nesting material to their favourite spot. 

 

4. Water 

Bottles are the best option, and any rodent cage should have a water bottle fixture inside it.                 

There are many kinds of freestanding water bottle holders for use inside aquariums and cages               

without a bottle fixture. Bottles should be cleaned once a week and replenished with fresh               

https://www.petsathome.com/shop/en/pets/medium-plastic-hamster-home


water. Bowls can be used temporarily, but they require changing very often as mice like to                

move their bedding around, and are not fussy where they leave their waste. Dehydration is a                

serious issue for mice, and going without water for even 24 hours can create major problems. 

 

5. Food 

Science Selective Mouse pellets are the best diet available for pet mice, and come in a complete                 

block form. Many muesli and mixes available for hamsters and rats can also be suitable, and                

can be used in addition to the Science Selective if desired. Mice like to explore their                

surroundings, and in nature, they wouldn’t be provided with a food bowl. Bowls are great for                

holding blocks, but if you supplement with a muesli or another type of mixed food, you can                 

sprinkle it across the floor and this will keep mice entertained for hours. Mice will thrive on just                  

a normal diet, without any treats, but if you’d like to treat them once in a while make sure you                    

are not feeding anything dangerous. Fresh fruit and vegetables such as cucumber, carrot,             

broccoli, apple, pear, or melon are great in small amounts. Too much fruit and veg can give                 

mice diarrhea, a teaspoon amount per mouse can be given twice a week. Seeds are excellent                

treats, but too many can make your mice gain weight. Types of suitable seeds include millet,                

sunflower seeds, and mixes like wild bird seed or cockatiel seed mixes. Some human food can                

be fed, for example porridge, dried bread, cooked egg, or pasta (dry or cooked). Citrus fruits like                 

oranges, lemons, or grapefruit must not be fed as they can be dangerous for mice.  

 

6. Transport 

A carry case is a necessity not only to bring your new mice home but also for use in case of vet                      

trips, and somewhere for your mice to wait while you clean their cage. You can make little carry                  

cages by converting small plastic storage boxes, but the easiest carry cases can be bought from                

pet shops or online, the Trixie Pico Tour Transport Box is an excellent option. Cardboard boxes                

should only be used temporarily, as mice will quite happily chew their way out! 

 

If you’d like to see all of the recommended items in one place, check out this Amazon Idea List:                   

http://amzn.eu/bIypezd. 
 

Enrichment 

Wheels are almost a necessity for mice. Very rarely will there be a mouse that does not enjoy a                   

good run on a wheel. In many cases, the upright wheels are too small for mice and result in an                    

injury called “wheel tail” - whereby long term use of the wheel can cause the tail to bend over                   

the mouse’s back and cause spine issues. To alleviate this, there are wheels on the market that                 

are ‘flat’ and ‘disc’ shaped, called Flying Saucer wheels. Most sizes of these are perfectly fine                

and you may find mice running on them together, all at once. There are many toys available to                  

purchase such as ropes, various hides, see saws and plastic toys - all of which can be                 

entertaining for mice. To save money, scrap cardboard and bundles of hay can provide just as                

http://amzn.eu/bIypezd


much fun - especially leftover toilet paper tubes, which mice will use as tunnels and nibble into                 

beds of their own design.  
 

Husbandry & Health 

The mouse cage should be thoroughly cleaned at least every 7 days. First remove the mice, and                 

move them to a carry cage, with some treats to keep them busy. The cage and furnishings                 

should be emptied and cleaned with pet safe disinfectant, before adding new substrate and              

bedding. It’s a good idea to keep back a handful of nesting material, so that the mice have a                   

“home” to return to that still smells like themselves.  

 

Mice are generally hardy creatures, but are susceptible to illness when in times of stress,               

particularly when moving home. New home sneezes are very common, and will often clear up               

in a week or two when the mice become used to their environment. If sneezing continues,                

consider taking your mice to the vet where they can be prescribed antibiotics like baytril. If the                 

mouse cage is near to a draughty window or door, they might get too cold and this can make                   

them quite ill. Symptoms of this include a hunched appearance, slow movement, and puffed up               

fur, but it can be very easily fixed by holding the mouse in your hands to warm them back up                    

and moving the cage to a more suitable location. Parasites are another common problem that               

mice might face. Mites and lice are passed from mouse to mouse, and can also come in on                  

bedding like hay. You might notice the mouse is losing fur around its face or shoulders from                 

itching, and you might even spot the parasites crawling through their fur. A single drop of                

ivermectin is the best thing to use, and it can be purchased from most pet shops as a spot-on                   

treatment. As mice get older, they are more prone to developing lumps that may be caused by                 

abscesses or tumours. Both situations require a vet visit, some mice with tumours can be               

operated on, but if the mouse is quite old then they should be made as comfortable as possible                  

while they live out their last few weeks to months. An abscess is a less serious issue, but still                   

requires draining by a vet, and often medicine to help treat the infection. These are the most                 

common problems, but the best way to keep your mice healthy is feeding them a good diet,                 

keeping their environment clean, and avoiding putting them in situations that could be risky              

(i.e. don’t allow your dog to play with your mice). 

 

For further information and more detailed guidance please see the following document on             

avoiding zoonotic (animal to human) diseases:  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_dat

a/file/322016/Guidance_on_reducing_the_risk_of_human_infection_from_pet_rodents.pdf 
 

 

 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/322016/Guidance_on_reducing_the_risk_of_human_infection_from_pet_rodents.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/322016/Guidance_on_reducing_the_risk_of_human_infection_from_pet_rodents.pdf


Taming 

Mice are typically shy, but inquisitive creatures. They love to explore, but can be fearful of new                 

things until they are used to them, or realise there is no danger. Pet mice easily become tame                  

with patience and positive reinforcement, the most important thing is to let them get used to                

you. Placing your hand inside the cage for up to 10 minutes twice a day will eventually result in                   

your mice walking onto your hand to explore you. It's very important to try not to spook them,                  

and allow them to walk on and off your hand several times by themselves before taking it any                  

further. Once comfortable, you can start to lift your hand with the mouse on it, and place it                  

back down. Make sure that the mouse knows it can leave at any point, and don't push it too                   

hard by whisking your hand away as soon as it steps on. Treats are a great motivator; dried or                   

live insects (mealworms, crickets, locusts, roaches), tiny pieces of dried fruit, seeds such as              

millet or sunflower, and tiny amounts of peanut butter are all tasty to mice. Try to interact                 

regularly with your mice, even if it's just putting your hand into the cage for a few minutes. It                   

will reinforce that you are not a predator, and they will quickly become used to you. 
 

Introducing New Mice 

Some mice can be quite territorial, and it's important not to place new mice into an existing                 

mouse's cage. Mice rely on scent to work out where their territory is, so place your mice                 

together into a small carry box with fresh bedding. The mice will move against each other and                 

start to smell like one another, and fights won't break out as it is neutral ground. Give your cage                   

a full clean, disinfecting and wiping everything down including water bottles, food dishes, and              

any toys. Some toys are difficult to clean properly, so use hot water and give them a quick                  

scrub. Make up the cage with fresh bedding and the cleaned toys, and after half an hour in the                   

carry cage, place both the new and the existing mice into the cage. There will be squabbles for                  

the first 24 hours or so, and this is to establish hierarchy. Mice can be quite vocal at this stage,                    

but so long as there is no blood spilt, even the most horrifying noises should be ignored as mice                   

can be real drama queens. Bucks should not be introduced to one another, there are rare cases                 

where it can work, but it's honestly not worth it. Brothers who have been raised together can                 

suddenly turn on one another for no reason, and fights are often to the death.  

 

 

Collaboratively written by Tiny Rex Mice and Snowfire Mousery. 


